
Exactly where you want to be



L I F E T IMEWARRANTY

LIMITED

Your Pool 

The Precision Pool uses patented techniques, leading The Precision Pool uses patented techniques, leading 
non-corrosivenon-corrosive materials and the latest technologies  materials and the latest technologies 
to create the most advanced pool designs available. to create the most advanced pool designs available. 

The polypropylene flex wall allows the panel to  The polypropylene flex wall allows the panel to  
be shaped to any inside or outside radius curve,  be shaped to any inside or outside radius curve,  
creating the ability to design new pool shapes.  creating the ability to design new pool shapes.  
Engineered for strength, the flex wall features a Engineered for strength, the flex wall features a 
4” top and bottom flange with vertical supports 4” top and bottom flange with vertical supports 
throughout. Double resin strapping secures the throughout. Double resin strapping secures the 
panel to the desired radius, while maintaining a true panel to the desired radius, while maintaining a true 
curve and reinforcing support.curve and reinforcing support.

The Precision Pool straight walls are made of virgin The Precision Pool straight walls are made of virgin 
high impact polystyrene with a total reinforcing high impact polystyrene with a total reinforcing 
network of ribbed supports making it the strongest network of ribbed supports making it the strongest 
in the industry!in the industry!

It’s exactly where you want to be! It’s exactly where you want to be! It’s exactly where you want to be! It’s exactly where you want to be! 



Make your life easier with functional Make your life easier with functional 
Nexus Polymer built-in stairs, sun Nexus Polymer built-in stairs, sun 
decks, benches, and coves in standard decks, benches, and coves in standard 
shapes and sizes or your own design!shapes and sizes or your own design!

With more patents than any other With more patents than any other 
step on the market, our thermoformedstep on the market, our thermoformed  
steps are designed for maximum area steps are designed for maximum area 
and maximum comfort.and maximum comfort.

Precision Pools offer Whitewave Precision Pools offer Whitewave 
poolside and spillover spas in White, poolside and spillover spas in White, 
Blue Granite, and Gray Granite — a  Blue Granite, and Gray Granite — a  
therapeutic alternative to swimming!therapeutic alternative to swimming!

Perfection sometimes goes unnoticed.  
It’s improving something until it is flawless as possible. 

We have invested in state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment and combined We have invested in state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment and combined 
it with time tested sealing methods. This allows us to flawlessly bind two pieces it with time tested sealing methods. This allows us to flawlessly bind two pieces 
of material together leaving all seams almost undetectable, strong and water tight.of material together leaving all seams almost undetectable, strong and water tight.

Your Interior Finishes™

Soft to the touch and alluring to the eye, our beautiful interior pool finishes Soft to the touch and alluring to the eye, our beautiful interior pool finishes 
are made of the finest materials and resistant to ultraviolet rays and bacterial are made of the finest materials and resistant to ultraviolet rays and bacterial 
growth. They are also far easier to take care of than other pool surfaces, which growth. They are also far easier to take care of than other pool surfaces, which 
means less time on maintenance and more time enjoying your pool.means less time on maintenance and more time enjoying your pool.

Your Entry System 

Precision Pools feature the most aesthetically pleasing entry systems on the Precision Pools feature the most aesthetically pleasing entry systems on the 
market, with a variety of options, including step and bench combinations,  market, with a variety of options, including step and bench combinations,  
cuddle coves, sun decks, and much more.cuddle coves, sun decks, and much more.

POLYMER

™



Code #25568   02/22Code #25568   02/22

KIDNEY  KIDNEY  
(Left or Right)(Left or Right)

14 x 28 *14 x 28 *
16 x 32 *16 x 32 *
20 x 3820 x 38

OVALOVAL

16 x 3316 x 33
18 x 3618 x 36
20 x 4120 x 41

6” RADIUS RECTANGLE6” RADIUS RECTANGLE

12 x 24 *12 x 24 *
14 x 28 *14 x 28 *
16 x 3216 x 32
16 x 3616 x 36
18 x 3618 x 36
20 x 4020 x 40

MOUNTAIN LAKEMOUNTAIN LAKE
(Standard or Reverse)(Standard or Reverse)

20 x 33 *20 x 33 *
21 x 3521 x 35
26 x 3926 x 39

KEYHOLEKEYHOLE
(Standard or Reverse)(Standard or Reverse)
(2’ Radius or Full Radius)(2’ Radius or Full Radius)

16 x 32 *16 x 32 *
18 x 3618 x 36
20 x 4020 x 40

4’ RADIUS RECTANGLE4’ RADIUS RECTANGLE

12 x 24 *                     14 x 28 *12 x 24 *                     14 x 28 *
16 x 32                     16 x 3616 x 32                     16 x 36
18 x 36                     20 x 4018 x 36                     20 x 40
16 x 42 x 26  90˚16 x 42 x 26  90˚
18 x 42 x 28  90˚18 x 42 x 28  90˚
20 x 44 x 30  90˚20 x 44 x 30  90˚
16 x 42  Lazy L16 x 42  Lazy L
18 x 44  Lazy L18 x 44  Lazy L
20 x 47  Lazy L20 x 47  Lazy L

GRECIANGRECIAN

14’6” x 28’6” *14’6” x 28’6” *
16’6” x 32’6”16’6” x 32’6”
16’6” x 36’6”16’6” x 36’6”
18’6” x 36’6”18’6” x 36’6”
19 x 3719 x 37
19 x 4119 x 41
16’6” x 42’6”  Lazy L16’6” x 42’6”  Lazy L
19 x 46  Lazy L19 x 46  Lazy L

FIGURE 8FIGURE 8

16 x 3716 x 37
20 x 4020 x 40

2’ RADIUS RECTANGLE2’ RADIUS RECTANGLE

12 x 24 *                     14 x 28 *12 x 24 *                     14 x 28 *
16 x 32                     16 x 3616 x 32                     16 x 36
18 x 36                     20 x 4018 x 36                     20 x 40
16 x 38 x 24  90˚16 x 38 x 24  90˚
18 x 38 x 26  90˚18 x 38 x 26  90˚
20 x 44 x 30  90˚20 x 44 x 30  90˚
16 x 42  Lazy L16 x 42  Lazy L
18 x 43  Lazy L18 x 43  Lazy L
20 x 48  Lazy L20 x 48  Lazy L

ROMAN ENDROMAN END

16 x 3716 x 37
18 x 3818 x 38
20 x 4220 x 42
16 x 42  Lazy L16 x 42  Lazy L
18 x 45  Lazy L18 x 45  Lazy L
20 x 49  Lazy L20 x 49  Lazy L

LAGOON  LAGOON  
(Left or Right)(Left or Right)

16 x 34 x 25 *16 x 34 x 25 *
18 x 38 x 2918 x 38 x 29
20 x 42 x 3020 x 42 x 30

* DIVING BOARDS NOT ALLOWED* DIVING BOARDS NOT ALLOWED

• • NOTICE:NOTICE: This brochure is for illustrative purposes only. Imperial Pools makes only those representations which are stated in its  This brochure is for illustrative purposes only. Imperial Pools makes only those representations which are stated in its 
written warranties. Any other representations, statements or contacts made by the Precision Pools Builder and/or the contractor written warranties. Any other representations, statements or contacts made by the Precision Pools Builder and/or the contractor 
regarding any materials produced by the fabricator are attributable only to the Precision Pools Builder and/or the contractor. The regarding any materials produced by the fabricator are attributable only to the Precision Pools Builder and/or the contractor. The 
Precision Pools Builder or contractor who sells or installs your pool is not an agent or employee of Imperial Pools, Inc. Imperial Pools Precision Pools Builder or contractor who sells or installs your pool is not an agent or employee of Imperial Pools, Inc. Imperial Pools 
are intended for private residential use only.are intended for private residential use only.

• • Tread-LocTread-Loc®® is a Registered Trademark of Imperial Pools Inc. is a Registered Trademark of Imperial Pools Inc.®® and Saratoga Spa and Bath Co. and Saratoga Spa and Bath Co.®®

• • Nexus is a patented feature of Imperial Pools Inc.Nexus is a patented feature of Imperial Pools Inc.®® #9,080,338 B2, #8,950,155 B2, Additional Patents Pending. #9,080,338 B2, #8,950,155 B2, Additional Patents Pending.
• • Tread-Loc Stair System of Saratoga Spa and Bath Co.Tread-Loc Stair System of Saratoga Spa and Bath Co.®® features patents #5,752,350, #7,040,060 B2, Des. 431 303. features patents #5,752,350, #7,040,060 B2, Des. 431 303.

33 Wade Road33 Wade Road
Latham NY 12110Latham NY 12110

www.imperialpools.com www.imperialpools.com 

Your Safety Your Safety 
A Precision Pool will bring you and your family years of enjoyment and relaxation. With any recreational water activity, however, there 
is always the risk of injury. For the continued enjoyment of your backyard swimming experience, please follow the following safety tips:

1. Read Safety Literature including the Pool & Hot Tub Alliance’s brochure, “The Sensible Way to Enjoy  
Your Inground Swimming Pool.”

2. Do Not Allow Diving or Jumping into the pool or running around the pool, and avoid alcohol consumption.  
The use of diving or sliding equipment can be hazardous. Imperial Pools, Inc. does not recommend the use of 
these appliances. If used, care should be exercised to use only equipment meeting the recommended safety  
codes established by the Pool & Hot Tub Alliance.

3. Stay Alert and carefully supervise all the swimmers in your pool — especially small children.

4. Install a Fence to secure your pool from unsupervised and unauthorized use.

5. Use Safety Signs and labels and keep rescue devices nearby, such as life rings or ropes.

Your Safety

Shapes & SizesShapes & SizesShapes & Sizes Choose from one of the standard shapes shown here or work with your 
Authorized Precision Pool dealer to design the pool of your dreams!


